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About This Content

Become a member of the most famous fighter unit of the USAAF, take part in escorting large bomber formations, support the
ground troops after D-day, or engage the Luftwaffe over the snowy hills of the Ardennes. The Blue Nosed Bastards of Bodney

is a semi-historical campaign for the P-51D Mustang. It follows the 352nd Fighter Group from May 1944 through the
Normandy landings until Operation Bodenplatte in January 1945. This campaign has a plethora of details and Easter eggs to

make you feel like a young American flyboy in the Army Air Forces in 1944.

This campaign requires the following DLC:

DCS: P-51D Mustang
DCS: Normandy 1944 Map

DCS: World War II Assets Pack

Key Features:

14 semi-historical missions focusing on the 352nd Fighter Group

A detailed background story, mission contexts, checklists and encounter reports

Detailed briefings and briefing images, including separate PDF mission files

Unique kneeboard graphics and checklists for each mission
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Hundreds of specially recorded voice-over messages and radio broadcasts

Historically accurate custom skins

A wide array of missions including fighter sweep, bomber escort, armed reconnaissance and ground attack
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Title: DCS: P-51D Mustang Blue Nosed Bastards of Bodney Campaign
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Reflected Simulations
Publisher:
Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum system requirements (LOW graphics settings): 
 OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Intel Core i3 at 2.8 GHz or AMD FX; RAM: 8 GB (16 GB for heavy missions);
Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Discrete video card NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 / AMD R9 280X or better; requires internet
activation.
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Super Fun with and without friends!. Nice DLC but the black mask is not included in the DLC.. Good For Profile Showcase
Achivements ;). Very interesting mechanic. Loads of potential.

However...

No key rebinding. Making everything mouse control only.

Awkward touch UI using mouse (see prev point) = Often won't register the initial 'Link' ability click. (Bug?)

Often, spell effects obscure the element of the target node making it almost impossible to know which it is until the effect wears
off. A simple hover over element name would help.

Until you've grinded your way through the levels to unlock the element switching spell, you are often totally blindsided by stages
where there is no way you can win, due to random element starts. If not initially, a SINGLE mistaken capture by the wrong
element will cause it.

While you can pause the game, there is no way to scroll the map while paused. The fact that the game FORCES a standard zoom
level makes this frustrating. Why even have a zoom feature if you forcefully auto reset it?

It is obvious this is an abandoned, port, from mobile devices so I find no reason to expect any of the above issues to get resolved
so, I am unable to recommend this title.

That is, unless you think it is worth the risk during its regularly deep discounts.
. I'd like to start by pointing out that the official game description is entirely honest and clear, you know. This game actually is a
game that entirely focuses on the themes of mystery and curiosity. And it does them if not perfect justice, at least a great
service. The audio, the visuals, the presentation are impeccable and are exactly what I'd want from such a game. But here's the
thing, I love the genre of mystery and those themes and so for me it was something I've long yearned for. Something that
focuses specifically on evoking the sense of mystery. There's no real horror here, there's no real investigation either. There is no
grand story either (as far as I'm aware), true to its theme the game gives you a very much intentionally vague and 'unfinished'
narrative. If you come expecting any of those things, or indeed any other things you're likely to be disappointed. Heck, you
might be disappointed even if you come expecting a great mystery game. It's not the best mystery game possible. But it's pretty
damn pleasant. And considering I can't even think of any single game that gives mystery the first priority to this extent on Steam,
heck yes, I can recommend this to anybody else who values the feeling of mystery. It's a very pleasant very short very focused very
atmospheric experience. If all that is worth the price or not is obviously up to you.. and the world again gets more wang.

thanks.. Shadowrun is awesome! I was never a big fan of turn-based games until I played this game. The rock solid story is
engaging, the characters are wonderful, the world is beautifully imagined. This is one of my favorite RPGs. For anyone who is a
fan of turn-based games it is a must have. For anyone else who likes RPGs and isn't afraid to try something different I also highly
recommend.. Fun little game. I really like the art style.
Its got a nice music, good concept for arcade experiences.
Mad Dagger is a fairly typical platform game. Never thought I would get this much enjoyment from it.. Exactly what is written on
the tin.
The Next series is a spiritual cousin to the likes of ZUP, OIK, and QOP and has a short but relaxing musical track, light physics
puzzles and is rife with achivements. Next 3, and its siblings, makes for a nice diversion, with some simple but enjoyable gameplay
and superior achivement farming (whilst still actually having a viable game to play).

Replay value is limited, though several puzzles do have multiple solutions (intentioned or not). However, I did find the puzzles in this
iteration to be, in general, simpler than others in the series and slightly simpler than those contained in ZUP and similar
contemporaries. That said, there are different dynamics\/effects not present in other titles and so makes for an enjoyable initial
play through.
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Definately recommened for fans of this genera and achivement hunters--especially if on sale or as part of a bundle.
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Useful...but as with any revision, if you want to pass: do it alot!. Very nice locomotive. 9\/10.. Good game that will get better
with the time.
Just think that the game needs:
A better optimisation, consumes much memory than a game like it will need.
Multiplayer Lan mode.
Thats it. I know that the game its developed by just one person but i trust him that with a little bit of help and support the game
will rise bigger. Thanks. What even is this? This probably has to be the worst use of a single dollar I've ever done.
Fruit sudoku is just sudoku on a 4x4 grid with fruits instead of numbers.
No set levels to encourage more play, just a randomizer.
There's obviously a problem with a game that I beat within 10 minutes AND got all the achievments no less.
Sorry, but this game looks like a highschool computer project, not even to that level.
Overall I think that this game should be free since its literally something you can make on a piece of paper within 3 minutes.
The only reason to buy a game like this is to have another number added to your collection or a free 100% achievment game.
If you really have to buy this, get the bundle for 2 bucks and at least fruit sudoku 3 and 4 will give you some sort of challenge.

2\/10

+ Its sudoku and its fun in its own right for that
+ Has a decent name as a game

- Almost no content, just a randomized 4x4 sudoku game
- Costs a dollar for how little content and effort went into the game
- Getting all the achievments takes 10 minutes or less
- Not even a MENU SCREEN. Not too sure about this one. My right controller started to just vibrate continuously and I had to
restart the system to make it stop. Two times have completely lost tracking on both my controllers. No instructions, weird first
scene with the shooting... Beautiful graphics... So far too flaky for me to recommend.
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